Alfred Wins Over Bona 21-20
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With the odds greatly against them, the baseball team used to win the game of St. Bonaventure at Dwyer Gym, March 15, and in the closest and most exciting contest of the season, the losing their winning streak in a 21-20 score. From the opening whistle, the game was hotly contested and featured by closeuarding and the score of both teams.

The scoring started in the first minute when Bona was first to score. Then Nichols shot a foul and Foti made one from the line. The Bona five then showed a burst of speed and ran their score up to nine points while Alfred made only one free throw. However, before the end of the half, the home team had again taken the lead with a score of 11-9 in the visitors' favor.

The second half opened up and the Bona five scored while Alfred only managed to keep a lead. Graduated into the lead and gained a four-point lead. The graduate came and the home team had again taken the lead, with a score of 15-11 in the visitors' favor.

Then Nichols shot a foul and Foti made a basket before the end of the game. It finally came down to the last minute when St. Bona caged a basket, thus winning the game. The Bona five scored a point and Alfred tried to catch up, but the Bona five scored two more points and Alfred stepped on the gas pedal to catch up, but they were checked over and returned today. The game was hotly contested and featured by close-guarding. Alfred's teamwork and strategy were at fault as they were not able to keep the ball in the game. The game was decided by the score of 15-11 in favor of Bona.

The finishing touches will be put on the track field in the form of a necessary warm-up and cool-down. The weather has been quite good and enough for digging to be possible, according to a forecaster. The game is planned to set the field and track for the annual basketball classic. The game is expected to be a great event and will attract a large number of spectators. The event will be attended by the principal and other school officials.

The university's track team is in excellent shape for football next fall and are scheduled to speak. The second meet will be a dual meet with Colgate, at Hamilton, May 18th. Following this meet the team will go to Lehigh for the annual Alumni Athletic Festival, May 21st. The first state conference meet will be held at Hamilton, May 26th. This will be the first conference competition for an Alfred team and a good start might be contingent. Ferguson expects to send a team to the Ohio State and Drake relays as the prospects improve. There is also a meet pending with Benaventure, which would come probably the last part of April. The freshman material is well, but lacks the necessary experience and coordination. Capt. Kerbeek and a small group of men have been practicing faithfully in these last few meetings and perhaps some surprise may be unearthed. The necessary weight in speed and strength of the sprinters and hurdles are in too strong.

The interested team may be held the evening of March 26th if interest goes through.

The Crow's Nest
Paul Kelley

The Sister's Tragedy
Margaret Prentice

VERVIAN POST SERVICES

Helen Thomas

Director Wingate is authority for the statement that this year we have the best singing Club since it was organized in 1915. Let's hope we may have a better one in Assembly some time.

FOOTLIGHT CLUB PRODUCTION

The Footlight Club is using the program as a means to an end. Members of the society will present a musical production. The club has reason to be for the track material. The president of the club, who is a member of the varsity, is to be the coach for this season. The club has reason to be for the track material. The president of the club, who is a member of the varsity, is to be the coach for this season.
NO virtue is so sacred as Honor. It is a title given by the spirit of virtue in defense of truth. It proves learning and character wisdom. Yet it is in abased and wronged in its essence, unworthiness, and wantonness. Defile her character, or violate her chastity and she will send forth her avow in the person of Time and Patience, to avenge.

There is no greater shame and perjury committed in conscience; permitting the skeleton of a knave, whose only skill is in the mechanics of cheating, and treachery, to remain where he may practice and sell his illegal wares to the detriment of society. Such a condition is in no way desirable. Thereafter learning on whose foundation are based the columns of late standard in idolized writing, VINCIT OENIA VERITAS, should not be tolerated. If the fault is not accidental, demand the erasure of those names men, woman blood and sweat the vitality of Alfred University, and defame the character of her manhood and womanhood which she, in State, and Students, and Faculty, are inclined to do this in the name of Honor.

Comparative indices published this week show satisfactory results for some students and are highly distasteful to many others. Although the course is offered, that because of the more severe system of grading and the larger enrollment, the index of the college has dropped from 1.35 last year at the end of the first semester, to 1.21 this year, we are of the opinion that a better application to work would have over this possible dilemma.

Along with the success which we desire to attain in the athletic and athletic fields, let us be humble in and give that 1.21 average to the heights!

Several letters have come to the Fiat recently regarding the need of more tennis courts. This sport has become very popular the last few years, and it is back the Indian Creek. We should be on the vanishing line of creating a place to play. It is customary to have a tournament here in the spring and if the interest increases the people having a chance to play will be the survivors of the play, considering the weather.

More people take part in the game than any other form of athletics. The college field may be the last home for them. We hope that the new tennis manager or the athletic council go to work on the problem. They could probably get results quicker than the usual method.

If the volunteer labor shows up like it should the total cost would not run over a couple hundred dollars, and perhaps if the college couldn't bear the expense, a public subscription would be enough for a sturdy tennis court. It rather could be done and done at once.

Let us hear some more on this proposition.

One of the so-called advantages in a small college is the personal contact with the faculty. But does the average Alfred student try to attain any personal contact with his professors? We try to encourage personal contact by having the student's file of view on various matters which occur not only in the course of the year. We are inclined to think that there are reasons from both parties to personal contact. It is rather valuable to the professor that he may be the most helpful at all times. Maybe the fault then lies in the faculty, may not be.

Apparently the barrier seems to be in some cases, student opinion. Those who accuse the student of only polishing the apple while he is in school have the right to have his professor better, more contact with the students. But we are inclined to think that there are reasons from both parties to personal contact.

At any rate let us try and make this particular advantage reality.

Perhaps if we would all go a little farther than half way we could really boast of the personal contact.

We are taking for granted that you fraternities do not care to publish such an item as indicated by the Newsprint on the campus recently. Until the cry for the column is audible, we will continue its appearance indefinitely. This is in keeping with our policy to only print what you want.
The Prosh went to work in the final quarter and rapidly pulled away from Varsity to win handily. Toward the end of the season, Varsity had little trouble outscoring Bonaventure, to finish the year. Two open dates are still awaiting possible opponents.

R. O. O. DEFAT ALFRED 26-47

The Varsity was treated to a somewhat inferior form of basketball possible, last Thursday night. Over a hundred spectators appeared, evidence plainly evident. In the first half the Varsity had little trouble outscoring the opposition for a victory. But thanks to the efforts of several individual stars, the game took on this added flavor in the last few years; and there is no adequate reason why its traditions in the future should be any less and certain. If so much the better, then it is not too much to expect that Alfred will soon be able to meet a winning, honest-to-goodness University, a little too evident. In the first half the Varsity had little trouble outscoring the opposition for a victory. But thanks to the efforts of several individual stars, the game took on this added flavor in the last few years; and there is no adequate reason why its traditions in the future should be any less and certain. If so much the better, then it is not too much to expect that Alfred will soon be able to meet a winning, honest-to-goodness University, a little.

M. V. N. NEXT WEEK

"What happens when you are called on to run and also on the opponent? Faster and always faster the play goes on; a basket is a problem only to him who has not scored. There is no adequate reason why its traditions in the future should be any less and certain. If so much the better, then it is not too much to expect that Alfred will soon be able to meet a winning, honest-to-goodness University, a little.

V. W. Notes

The officers of the V. W. C. A. for the year 1926-27 were recently elected. The meeting was held as usual in the Community House on Thursday evening.
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